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Must-see

Numerous uNique destiNatioNs await discovery 
across Budapest, But check out these five areas first
Almost every neighborhood in Hungary’s capital offers a fascinating mix of monumental 
landmarks, beautiful parks, appealing eateries, and cool clubs, along with lots of other 
endearing draws. Part of Budapest’s charm lies in discovering these areas on your own, but 
don’t hesitate to explore the following five downtown destinations to see scenery packed with 
amazing places.

DOWNTOWN PEST Bordered 
by buzzing intersections and the beautiful 
riverfront, Pest’s District V is the primary 
meeting place for city life in Hungary’s 
capital – especially since the nation’s 
iconic Chain Bridge leads directly into 
the center of it all. Whether window-
shopping along Váci Street or admiring 
the neo-Gothic Parliament House 
spires or walking along the Danube 
Promenade, everyone is awestruck at 
some point while wandering through 
this neighborhood of quintessentially 
Magyar metropolitan elements.

budapest
CASTLE HILL The towering centerpiece of Budapest’s history is often overflow-
ing with tourists, but they’re there for good reason – this elevated setting is a stunning 
spot for admiring incredible buildings (including the Royal Palace, Mátyás Church, and 
Fishermen’s Bastion) along with sweeping views over the Pest riverscape and Buda 
Hills. Stroll back in time along the district’s cobblestoned lanes that wind past ancient 
castle walls, and encounter enchanting galleries and antique shops all along the way.

The Royal Palace houses 
two of the country’s premier museums – the 
Hungarian National Gallery (mng.hu) and the 
Budapest History Museum (btm.hu). Numerous 
festivals are held on the palace’s panoramic 
terraces in warmer months. 

Deep below Castle Hill, the 
Hospital in the Rock (sziklakorhaz.eu) was a 
WWII emergency clinic before being trans-
formed into a secret nuclear bunker during 
Hungary’s Soviet era; today the public is wel-
come here for tours.

Budapest’s tallest structure is St. Stephen’s Basilica (bazilika.
biz), and the 360˚ views from the balcony that encircles the church dome are among 
the city’s best. Religious services and diverse concerts are hosted here regularly.

Hidden beneath a manmade lake in central Erzsébet Square, the 
Akvárium Klub (akvariumklub.hu) is a cavernous live-music venue that hosts huge 
dance parties; the wide stairway down to the entrance is a hot hangout, as well.

Not far from the Basilica, Oktober 6th Street features 
several reasonably priced street-food eateries like Burrita Bar (burritabar.
com) and Hummus Bar (hummusbar.hu). For excellent Hungarian 
food with a beautiful terrace, try Borkonya (borkonyha.hu), serving 
Michelin-starred Magyar dishes with fine regional wines.

MAJOR LANDMARK 

MAJOR LANDMARK 

SECRET SIGHT 

SECRET SIGHT 

Dining is 
pricey in this area, but some 
reasonably priced eateries 
await here. Overlooking central 
Szentháromság Square, Gótika 
(facebook.com/gotikacoffeed-
eli) is a stylishly relaxed spot for 
good drinks and weekday lunch 
specials, while Baltazár (balt-
azarbudapest.com) is an excel-
lent bistro with fair prices and 
spacious terrace seating. Don’t 
miss Ruszwurm (ruszwurm.hu), 
a cozy pastry shop operating 
since 1827.

GRAB A BITE

GRAB A BITE
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JEWISH QUARTER Living history 
meets Magyar modernity in this urban core 
of central Pest – while this neighborhood is 
the traditional center for the city’s Judaic 
community, it’s also the most happen-
ing district in Budapest these days, with 
streets lined by independent design shops, 
avant-garde murals, and now-legendary 
“ruin pubs”. At night this area comes alive 
with dining couples and partying friends, 
intermingling amid the neon-lit courtyards 
of Gozsdu Udvar or within the boisterous 
crowds on Kazinczy Street.

Europe’s largest Jewish temple is the 
onion-domed Great Synagogue (dohanystreetsynagogue.
hu) on Dohány Street, a magnificent fusion of Moorish and 
Byzantine architecture designed in the 1850s by Viennese 
architect Ludwig Förster.

In warm weather, 
to reach 
Gozsdu Udvar’s 
rooftop Gozsdu 
Sky Terrace 
(gozsduudvar.
hu), find the 
doorway by the 
vintage cars, 
take the lift to 
the top floor, 
walk across the 
parking lot, and 
climb the stairs – 
it’s worth it.

This area is street-food heaven – get great soup and sandwiches 
at Bors (facebook.com/BorsGasztroBar), or stop by the Zing Burger (facebook.
com/zingburger) food truck. Naturally, this is Budapest’s headquarters for Jewish 
cuisine; try Macesz Huszár (maceszhuszar.hu) for an excellent array of modern 
nosh. Gozsdu Udvar provides many eateries offering local flavor, such as the lively 
Spíler (spilerbp.hu) “gastropub”.

MAJOR LANDMARK 

SECRET SIGHT 

GRAB A BITE

CITY PARK Budapest’s biggest green space is this 
sprawling oasis that happens to host several of Hungary’s 
greatest cultural institutions. The towering monuments of 
Heroes’ Square serve as the gateway to City Park from the 
end of Andrássy Avenue, and here the Museum of Fine Arts 
and the Műcsarnok modern-art hall create a stately scene – 
yet walk just a few meters further to find wide-open spaces 
where innumerable trees provide fresh air for all sorts of fun, 
including soaking at the famous Széchenyi Baths.

It’s difficult to decide which of City 
Park’s sights can be considered as paramount, but the fairy-
tale Vajdahunyad Castle (vajdahunyadcastle.com) is certainly 
the most eye-catching; visit the ice rink here during winter.Concealed in plain sight 

amid the meadows, 
Kertem (kertemfesz-
tival.hu) is a charming 
open-air party garden 
where a laid-back 
vibe draws Budapest 
locals and international 
visitors alike, especially 
on concert nights.

Snack bars are common here, alongside 
some upscale eateries: Gundel (gundel.hu) is a historic site 
with a classic feel; the newly renovated Robinson (robin-
sonrestaurant.hu) occupies its own island in a duck pond, 
and Városliget Café (varosligetcafe.hu) is a recently opened 
bistro with extraordinary views over Vajdahunyad Castle. 
For cheaper (but still high-quality) fare, check out Pántlika 
(pantlika.hu) in its Soviet-era building.

MARGARET ISLAND Leave the urban 
bustle behind with a “day trip” to Margaret 
Island, Budapest’s popular parkland tucked into 
the Danube between northern Buda and Pest. 
The easygoing pace of life here is perfect for 
picnics and romantic strolls, although this is also 
an everyday destination for the city’s athletes – a 
rubberized running track circles the entire isle, 
and the country’s most modern pool complex wel-
comes swimmers of all skill levels. After dark here, 
Holdudvar is one of the city’s most popular clubs.

The century-old Water Tower is a stunning Art Nouveau structure looming 
high above Margaret Island’s open meadows; directly below it, a huge amphitheater is the primary 
location of the annual Budapest Summer Festival (szabadter.hu).

At the northern section of Margaret Island, the recently restored Japanese 
Garden is a carefully manicured location for peaceful reflection and welcome tranquillity, complete 
with a waterfall, lily pads, and stone statues.

A lot of visitors to Margaret Island bring picnic food with them, so restaurants are 
not abundant here, but in addition to some well-stocked snack bars, a few decent eateries await 
– the aforementioned Holdudvar (holdudvar.net) serves a nice selection of Hungarian dishes on 
their spacious terrace, while the nearby Champs Beer Garden (champssziget.hu) offers tasty pizza, 
burgers, and other pub food to accompany their potent potables.

MAJOR LANDMARK 

MAJOR LANDMARK 

SECRET SIGHT 

SECRET SIGHT 

GRAB A BITE

GRAB A BITE
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Getting around Budapest on public transport is easy with four metro lines, trams, buses, 
trolley buses, a bike-share system and public boats all available. The Budapest Transport 
Center, known as the BKK (bkk.hu/en), operates the system and has a distinct purple logo.

METRO LINES  
m1 (yellow), m2 (red) and 
m3 (blue) connect at Deák 
Ferenc Square, while lines 
m4 (green) and M3 connect 
at Kálvin Square and Keleti 
Railway Station. The metro 
lines go north and south as 
well as connect Buda and 
Pest. Popular stops include: 
M1: Opera, Oktogon, 
Heroes’ Square, Széchenyi 
Baths 
M2: Keleti Railway Station, 
Astoria, Blaha Lujza Square, 
Deák Ferenc Square, Kos-
suth Lajos Square (Parlia-
ment), Széll Kálmán Square, 
Déli Railway Station 
M3: Nyugati Railway Station, 
Deák Ferenc Square, Feren-
ciek Square, Kálvin Square, 

Corvin Quarter, Kőbá-
nya-Kispest (to airport) 
M4: Keleti Railway Station, 
Kálvin Square, Szent Gellért 
Square, Móricz Zsigmond 
Square. 
Central Budapest is covered 
by a vast tram network that 
connects Buda and Pest 
over the Danube as well. 
The most popular tram 
lines are numbers 4 and 6, 
which run along the Grand 
Boulevard in Pest between 
Petőfi Bridge and Margaret 
Bridge. 
Maps of all transport 
lines are freely available 
online (bkk.hu/en/maps), 
or there’s an easy-to-use 
route planner (bkk.hu/en/
timetables).

TICKETS AND PASSES 
There are many options available 
for purchasing public transportation 
passes, along with several discounts. 
Individual tickets (valid for one ride or a 
short trip) or passes can be used across 
the whole network for longer periods, 
such as 30 days, three months, a 
half year, or an entire year. Student 
discounts apply if you show your valid 
Hungarian student card (some foreign 
student IDs are also accepted) when 
buying passes. For students, a monthly 
pass costs 3,450 HUF, a quarterly pass 
is 10,350 HUF, a semester-long pass 
is 16,200 HUF, and a yearly pass costs 
37,800 HUF. 
You can buy tickets and passes at 
automatic ticket machines at major 
transport stops (which operate in 
English too and can be open 24/7), 
at ticket booths and at Customer 
Service Points. 

CUSTOMER SERvICE POINTS 
The helpful staff at Customer Service Points can help 
you select the right ticket, and provide maps and direc-
tions. Locations include:

 
DEáK SQUARE METRO STATION 
19-21 RUMBACH SEBESTYéN STREET IN DISTRICT VII 
KELETI RAILWAY STATION 
MóRICZ ZSIGMOND SQUARE 
BUDAPEST LISZT FERENC INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

 
Download the BKK App for live updates on your 
favorite routes.

GettinG around
budapest

NIGHT BUSES 
Metros and trams run until about midnight and restart at 
about 5am (except for tram 4-6). Night buses operate from 
stops marked with the black-and-white owl symbol. Night 
bus numbers have three digits from 900 – 999.

BOAT SERvICE 
A public-transport boat service oper-
ates on the Danube. It’s worth check-
ing the timetable just before you 
head off as there are different week-
day and weekend routes, and water 
levels and other factors can change 
the route unexpectedly. Stops 
include the Római fürdő (during sum-
mer only), Jászai Mari Square, Szent 
Gellért Square, Boráros Square and 
the A38 boat stop. Tickets are 750 
HUF for each trip, although transport 
passes are valid on weekdays and 
there’s no need to pay extra. Rid-
ing the entire route takes 90 minutes.
See routes here: bkk.hu/apps/docs/
terkep/hajojaratok.pdf

MOL BUBI PUBLIC BIKE-SHARING 
SYSTEM 

Grab a bright green 
short-term rental bike at 
one of 76 docking stations 
around the city and be 
on your way fast! These 
shared bikes are available 
24/7 and have 30 minutes 
of “free” riding time. You 
need to grab a ticket or 
pass at a Customer Service 

TO AND fROM THE AIRPORT 
It’s quick and easy to get to and from Terminal 2 at Bu-
dapest’s Liszt Ferenc International Airport using public 
transport. The M3 metro line goes between the city center 
and Kőbánya-Kispest, while the airport bus number 200E 
goes between Kőbánya-Kispest and Terminal 2. At night it’s 
slightly different: from 11pm – 1am bus number 200E and 
from 1am – 4am bus number 900 operates between Terminal 
2 and the South Pest bus garage. Between the South Pest 
bus garage and the inner city, take night buses 950 or 950A.

TAxIS 
Taxis in Budapest are yellow and have 
a flat rate for every company. The 
basic fee is 450 HUF + 280 HUF/km + 
a 70 HUF waiting fee. To avoid over-
charging, order taxis by phone.
 
citY taxi: +36 1 211 1111  
fŐtaxi: +36 1 222 2222 
taxi4: +36 1 444 4444

TICKET INSPECTORS AND fINES 
Ticket inspectors usually wear an armband with a BKK 
logo on it, but sometimes they go undercover. For the 
metro, show your valid ticket or pass to the inspectors at the 
entry. On all other forms of transportation, ticket inspectors 
do random spot checks. You are required to show your valid 
ticket or pass to inspectors if requested. 
If you are caught without a valid ticket or pass (or without 
your ID) you must pay a fine (8,000 HUF) on the spot. If you 
don’t have the money, you can make a deferred payment but 
the fine increases to 16,000 HUF. The inspector will provide 
you with a bill with payment methods listed. If you refuse 
to provide personal data, the inspector can request police 
backup. For those with a permanent address in Hungary 
who are accidentally caught without their valid student ID or 
transport pass, they can present it within two working days 
at the appropriate ticket office and simply pay a fee of 2,000 
HUF. If you’ve forgotten your annual, quarterly or semester 
pass and can present it then this fee reduces to 1,000 HUF. 
Full details at bkk.hu/en/fines

Point, or at one of the main docking 
stations using a credit card and mo-
bile phone. Students who have a BKK 
semester pass can buy a semi-annual 
MOL Bubi pass for 6,400 HUF. If you 
go over the free 30-minute period 
fees start to accrue until you re-dock 
the bike – for example, having the 
bike for 2 hours costs 1,500 HUF in 
additional usage fees. More informa-
tion and docking station locations 
are at molbubi.bkk.hu
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
“SIGHTSEEING” ROUTES 
Buda Castle funicular and Castle Bus 
The funicular is a great way to get to 
and from the Buda Castle. It starts at 
Clark ádám Square at the foot of the 
Chain Bridge and goes up every 5 – 10 
minutes from 7.30am to 10pm. A single 
adult ticket is 1,100 HUF while a return 
is 1,700 HUF. For children it’s 650 HUF 
or 1,100 HUF return. Another alterna-
tive to get to the Castle is by taking 
the mini Castle Bus. This bus (number 
16) goes from Elizabeth Square to Széll 
Kálmán Square via the Castle.

BIKE RENTAL 
It’s great to get to 
know Budapest and its 
surroundings on a bike. 
There are places where 
you can rent a bike for a 
whole day or even several 
days, such as:
 
Budapestbike 
budapestbike.hu 
Yellow Zebra Bikes 
yellowzebrabikes.com

Bikebase Budapest (also 
sells secondhand bikes) 
bikebase.hu 
Hi-Bike hi-bike.hu 
DYNAMOBIKE 
dynamobike.com 
Lemon Bike  
lemonbike.hu 
Each place offers 
different deals but you 
can probably rent a bike 
for the day for between 
2,000 HUF – 4,000 HUF.

Tram line 2 
Budapest’s Danube banks are UN-
ESCO World Heritage listed, and a 
great way to see this area is by taking 
a ride on tram number 2. Hop on at 
Jászai Mari Square (near the Pest side 
of Margaret Bridge), soon you’ll pass 
the Hungarian Parliament, and catch a 
great view of the Buda Castle, Chain 
Bridge and other historic buildings 
along both the Buda and Pest banks. 
You’ll also pass Elizabeth Bridge and 
Liberty Bridge, and see Gellért Hill 
across the river. Along the way you’ll 
pass the polarizing Whale Building (we 
love it) before seeing the Palace of 
Arts and National Theater too.

Budapest Cogwheel Railway and Children’s Railway 
BKK tickets are valid for the Cogwheel Railway, which runs 
from Városmajor Park to Széchenyi Hill. Use it to explore the 
Buda Hills and spots like Normafa. Get to Városmajor Park 
by taking two stops of tram number 59 from Széll Kálmán 
Square. The Children’s Railway is also great fun – not just for 
children, of course! The line (gyermekvasut.hu/English) is 11 
kilometers long and runs through the Buda Hills. Children 
aged 10 to 14 control the traffic and other services, although 
of course the engines are driven by adults. The railway 
operates throughout the year (except on Mondays during 
September through April). Trains run from 9am – 5pm in 
winter and until 7pm in summer. Adult tickets are 600 HUF 
one way or 1,200 HUF return. 

Zugliget Chairlift 
This scenic 1,040m long chairlift connects Zugliget to János 
Hill, where you can take walks in nature or have a picnic. The 
peaceful 15-minute ride glides over forests, and the pan-
orama is beautiful. A single ticket is 900 HUF, return is 1,400 
HUF. Check before you head off as the Chairlift can close for 
maintenance or bad weather. Generally the opening hours 
are February 10am – 4pm, March 10am – 5pm, April 10am – 
6pm and May to August 10am – 7pm. Take bus number 291 
at Nyugati Railway Station to get to the chairlift at Zugliget. 
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part salon, part day spa, and totally cool

Budapest 1054, szemere u. 21.
mon-Fri 8am-8pm, sat 10am-8pm
heaveninstyle.hu | +36 70 670 1067

Downtown Pest’s heaven in style offers a 
full range of high-quality styling services for women 
and men at rather affordable rates, along with some 
wellness amenities that are usually only found in a day 
spa – such as relaxing welcome drinks.

hair care is taken seriously here, with sophisticated 
styles created using exclusive products by Kevin murphy, 
Balmain, and milkshake to provide amazing cuts, 
coloring, highlights, buns, and many other procedures. 
artful manicures and pedicures are performed with 
impressive panache, along with complete cosmetology 
treatments – including facials, waxing, and 3D eyelash 
building – and additional services such as a cutting-
edge solarium and varied massages. 

With all of these high-quality treatments in one place, 
heaven in style is a convenient city-center haven for 
going to look your best. Before a night out, try the 
salon’s “pre-party package” featuring hairstyling, nail 
shellacking, casual make-up, and solarium time – and 
the soothing “after-party package” includes massages 
and moisturizing treatments. 

all of these offers are made even more tempting when 
factoring in the excellent value for the level of quality 
provided with every procedure that heaven in style 
presents. Walk-in customers are welcome for all basic 
services like hairstyling, nail treatments, cosmetology, 
or solarium usage, but appointments are highly 
recommended for massages and other treatments. 

Freshen up with assorted beauty and wellness services all offered at one central-Budapest 
location that welcomes guests with friendly prices and sparkling wine.

heaven in style

heaven in style
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iNcrediBle 
huNgariaN 
iNveNtioNs

You won’t have to spend too long  
with a hungarian  before theY start  
talking about all the aMazing things   
that hungarians have invented. 

You Might be surprised how ManY everYdaY 
objects and faMous iteMs have hungarian 
origins, but we are a wonderfullY 
inventive bunch!

RuBIK’s CuBE Everyone’s 
tried to solve a Rubik’s Cube at 
least once in their lives, and this 
little brain-teaser is the brain-

child of Ernő Rubik. Invented in 
1974 when he was professor of 
architecture at the Budapest 

College of Applied Arts, he says 
it was invented while trying to 

find a good task for his students.

MAtCHEs The safety 
match was invented 
by chemistry student János 
Irinyi in 1836. He created a 
phosphorus-based mixture in 
a jar and dipped pine sticks 
in and let them dry. The 
idea worked and he sold his 
invention for 60 forints.

here is just a selection of what 
hungarians have invented: 

“the cOach” Fans of the Cinderella 
story where the coach turns 

into a pumpkin at midnight will
 be delighted to know that the 

four-wheel carriage takes its name
 from the Hungarian word “kocsi”, 

meaning “of Koch”. Koch is the 
Hungarian city where coaches were 

likely first made. 

ballpOint pen Known as the biro 
after its inventor László Bíró, who created

 it in 1938. He was a newspaper editor
 annoyed with refilling fountain pens 

and smudged ink. He combined 
the quick-drying ink used for his 
newspaper together with a ball-

socket design, which allowed the ink 
to remain liquid inside the pen but 

dry once on paper.

ELECtRIC tRAIN The man 
known as “the father of the 

electric train” is Kálmán Kandó, 
who in 1894 invented the three-

phase motor and generator 
needed for electric railways. 

MICROsOft WORD AND ExCEL 
In the 1980s Károly Simonyi 

started and headed the Microsoft 
applications group that would create 
early versions of the hugely popular 

programs Word and Excel. 

electric mOtOr Way back in 
1828 ányos Jedlik invented an 
early electric motor. After further 
developments in 1855 he made 
a model electric vehicle. He also 
invented the dynamo and mass- 
produced soda water!

telephOne exchange Tivadar Puskás invented 
the telephone exchange in the 1870s. The 

first was built by the Bell Telephone Company 
based on his ideas in 1877, and he also set one
 up in Paris in 1879 while working for American 

inventor Thomas Edison.

hYdrOgen bOmb While this is not 
exactly a positive invention, Edward 

Teller (Teller Ede in Hungarian) 
invented the hydrogen bomb in the 
1950s. He also had a role in creating 

the atomic bomb as a member of 
the Manhattan Project. 
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From ultra-chic hotspots hosting international DJs to
cheap dive bars that still welcome drinkers at dawn,
Budapest’s assortment of party places is renowned

around the world for good reason. Here are some no-
table clubs, ruin pubs, concert venues, and many other

 diverse nightspots, all with unique characteristics to
beckon every type of carouser.

All kinds of nightlife destinations offer something for 
everyone around the clock in Hungary’s capital

trafiq Downtown Pest beats with 
the rhythms of this ever-popular club 
that welcomes guests with regular 
party series like “Set & Live” – pairing 
prominent DJs and musicians onstage 
– and “Budapest Calling” DJ contests. 
Budapest 1051, Hercegprímás u. 18; 
trafiq.hu

DANCE CLUBS Even during the coldest nights of winter, talented DJs keep the 
scene sizzling on the dance floors of these disco infernos, with many of them featuring 
retractable roofs so they can keep on cooking into springtime and summer. 

hellO babY This posh party place is located within a 
stylishly run-down urban palace found by Pest’s Oktogon 
intersection – just look for the line out front. Inside, revelers 
discover a well-dressed cosmopolitan crowd. Budapest 
1062, Andrássy út 52; hellobabybar.hu

nOmuri Attracting distinguished 
clientele like fashion designers and 
young entrepreneurs, this club is 
something of an experimental play-
ground for creative minds, occasionally 
transforming into a nightspot starring 
world-class DJs. Budapest 1051, Sas u. 
15; nomuri.co

Ötkert As a full-service destination for enjoying the good 
life, this place includes a restaurant serving great lunches 
and dinners, while blasting beats draw party people to fill 
up the courtyard dance floor almost every night. Budapest 
1051, Zrínyi u. 4; otkert.hu 

prlmnt Parties always stretch ‘til the break of dawn at 
this lively city-center venue located in a historic multi-level 
theater building across the street from Nyugati Station. Both 
live bands and DJs keep pulses pounding here. Budapest 
1066, Teréz krt. 62; prlmnt.hu

budapest
niGhts

raqpart Sunlight, twilight, and starlight all reflect from the 
Danube into the bright eyes of smiling souls at this summer-
long party place, where guests dig worldly DJs directly on 
the Pest riverside by the Chain Bridge. Budapest 1051, Jane 
Haining rkp.; raqpart.hu

OPEN-AIR & ROOfTOP BARS As soon as spring brings enough 
sunshine, the people of Budapest spend as much time outdoors as possible, 
especially after darkness falls. Here are some of the city’s best places to catch 
breezes and buzzes under pure moonlight. 

360 bar An amazing skyline panora-
ma stretches out in every direction 
from this heavenly locale, perched atop 
one of Budapest’s highest city-center 
buildings. Chill out in a beanbag chair 
or move your feet to electro beats. Bu-
dapest 1061, Andrássy út 39; 360bar.hu 

cOrvintetŐ Occupying the highest 
floor of a run-down department 
store, this faithfully fun club is open 
year-round, but in warmer months 
its huge rooftop becomes one of the 
city’s most popular sites for late nights. 
Budapest 1085, Blaha Lujza tér 1-2; 
corvinteto.hu

frÖccsterasZ Once upon a time, a two-story bus-station 
waiting area dominated downtown’s most central square, but 
now that structure houses this open-air hotspot for late-night 
chats over cups of bubbly spritzers. Budapest 1051, Erzsébet 
tér; facebook.com/froccsterasz  

hOldudvar Margaret Island’s premier nightspot – housed within a former 
casino, and still bearing its neon sign – boasts a sprawling terrace with an alfresco 
dance floor, along with a long indoor bar and comfy lounge area. Budapest 1138, 
Margaret Island; holdudvar.net
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kOlOr Concealed beneath a busy eatery at 
the entrance to Gozsdu Udvar, an underground 
den of musical bliss draws dancing groovers for a 
wide spectrum of colorful extravaganzas, includ-
ing frequent DJ nights. Budapest 1072, Király utca 
13; facebook.com/kolorprojekt

CONCERT vENUES World-class bands pass through Budapest all the 
time, gracing stages of all sizes at diverse clubs that offer well-stocked bars for 
adoring audiences. Ride the sonic waves provided by myriad musicians filling 
these loud locales. 

a38 ship Permanently docked on the Buda riv-
erfront, this decommissioned boat rocks almost 
nightly with shows by household names and 
fledgling talents in all genres of audio entertain-
ment. Don’t miss the summertime deck concerts. 
1117 Budapest, by Petőfi Bridge; a38.hu

akvÁrium klub Found beneath a manmade 
lake in the very center of downtown Budapest, 
this huge venue hosts innovative international 
bands and top local DJs to the delight of big 
crowds, as even more people chat outside. Buda-
pest 1051, Erzsébet tér 14; akvariumklub.hu  

barba negra track On the Buda bank a 
short trip south of downtown, the spacious audi-
ence areas here encourage fans to jump around 
to musicians playing live, ranging from Scandina-
vian power metal to American hip-hop. Budapest 
1117, Neumann János u. 2; barbanegra.hu   

budapest park 
This summertime 
concert space feels 
like a mini ature music 
festival every time the 
headlining bands take 
the stage, be they 
Hungari an rap stars, 
British electronica pi-
oneers, or a combina-
tion of the two. Buda-
pest 1095, Soroksári út 
60; budapestpark.hu

gOZsdu manÓ klub From Magyar reggae 
talents to Elvis Presley tribute acts, all kinds of 
surprises get onstage in this cellar hotspot of 
central Pest’s historic Gozsdu Udvar complex, 
with a neo-rustic bar upstairs. Budapest 1075, 
Király u. 13; facebook.com/GozsduMano 

sZimpla kert This pioneering ruin 
pub grew into an epic epicenter of 
worldly revelers that manages to main-
tain a local spirit. Vintage lamps and 
bizarre computer screens light up the 
inside, while the garden is huge. Buda-
pest 1075, Kazinczy u. 14; szimpla.hu

RUIN PUBS Housed in the remains of abandoned apartment buildings and 
artfully decorated with discarded furniture, these spacious hangouts are a unique 
and iconic part of the Budapest nightlife, perfect for drunken conversations and 
fateful encounters. 

anker’t At this 
just-slightly up-
scale urban oasis, 
the minimally 
decorated court-
yard walls echo 
with friends chat-
ting and laughing 
as excellent 
electronica 
scores the entire 
setting. Great for 
a date during the 
early evening. 
Budapest 1061, 
Paulay Ede 33; 
ankert.hu  

fOgas hÁZ 
Equally artsy 
and rowdy, this 
all-purpose party 
place also serves 
as a cultural 
center, while 
great DJs get the 
scene groov-
ing late into 
the night amid 
multiple dance 
areas and plenty 
of indoor and 
outdoor tables. 
Budapest 1073, 
Akácfa u. 51; 
fogashaz.hu 

instant Crowded, gritty, and open 
until 6am every day, here good times 
are pretty much guaranteed amid 
a labyrinthine pleasure palace of 26 
rooms adorned with odd artworks 
everywhere. Don’t miss the basement 
dance floor. Budapest 1065, Nagymező 
u. 38; instant.co.hu

maZel tOv Designed with modern 
style and offering excellent Middle 
Eastern food with table service, this 
newcomer to Budapest’s nightlife up-
grades the ruin-pub scene as it hosts 
community events and fashion shows. 
Budapest 1074, Akácfa u. 47; facebook.
com/mazeltovbp
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wichmann Founded by a world-champion Magyar canoe-
ist in 1987, the scene at this delightfully dingy pub remains 
mostly unchanged since then (including many of its clients), 
even as its surroundings become all too hip. Budapest 1075, 
Kazinczy u. 55; wichmannkocsma.hu

warmup Strong mixed drinks are poured stylishly and per-
fectly at this low-key hangout for serious swigging, where 
new potables are invented based on seasonal inspirations by 
the dedicated mixologists behind the bar.  Budapest 1072, 
Nagy Diófa u. 26; warmupbudapest.hu

COCKTAIL 
BARS  
The science 
of advanced 
mixology is 
becoming 
increasingly 
refined here in 
Budapest, with 
many Magyar 
bartenders 
creating specialty 
drinks that are 
equally flavorful 
and powerful – 
check out these 
hotspots for 
potent potions.

bOutiq’bar By redefining the 
modern cocktail while paying tribute 
to liquid achievements of generations 
past, the bartenders at this cozy 
city-center haven create avant-garde 
concoctions that utilize unique ingredi-
ents. Budapest 1061, Paulay Ede u. 5; 
boutiqbar.hu 

spÍler shanghai Amid a sexy setting resembling an 
action-packed scene in a kung-fu movie, special cocktails are 
blended with professional panache; try the “Slow Comfort-
able Screw Against the Wall with a Kiss”. Budapest 1075, 
Király u. 13 (in Gozsdu Udvar); spilerbp.hu  

DIvE BARS Countless pubs in Budapest are focused more on drinking than 
impressing, yet many of these apparently unremarkable watering holes manage 
to present considerable personality – here are some classic sites for lighthearted 
low-budget imbibing.

klub vittula Step carefully down 
the steep stairway winding into this 
dank brick-walled cellar pub beloved 
by punks and grizzled expats, all 
crammed together into a bizarre crowd 
with everyone grooving together 
to the great music. Budapest 1073, 
Kertész u. 4; vittula.hu

mÁtra bOrOZÓ Indoor picnic tables 
with red-checkered tablecloths and 
weirdly affecting artworks beckon at 
this longtime Buda hangout, where we 
enjoy decent Hungarian wine served 
with a ladle for incredibly low prices. 
Budapest 1011, Corvin tér 1; facebook.
com/boratorium

One OF anDRássY avenUe’s mOst POPUlaR clUBs aWaits YOU With tRenDsetting nOvelties 
anD POWeRFUl visUal elements that Will PlaY With OUR senses in a WaY that We have neveR 
BeFORe exPeRienceD.

While strolling along andrássy, we would not 
necessarily think that a completely different, 
modern-day universe is hiding behind the 129-year-
old walls of the haggenmacher Palace. But hello 
Baby Bar mesmerises, hypnotises and enslaves 
us with its vibrant atmosphere. and this year, new 
impulses will entertain partygoers. 

there’ll be huge parties each week with vJs light 
painting hello Baby’s minimalist-industrial, ruin 
pub-esque walls, reinventing the vibe each night. 

not only that, hello Baby wants all its guests to feel 
like they’re a real part of the place too, so those 
partying in the club will be able to write messages 
on the walls that are lit up for all to see. imagine 
going to hello Baby and writing a message on the 
iPad that will then appear on the walls in huge 
letters only seconds later.

One this is certain, hello Baby will impress all of our 
senses. During warm-up DJ sets there’ll be low-key 
visuals, but as soon as the guest DJ stands behind 
the decks, the incredible light art will create an 
atmosphere and imagery that will adapt to the new 
beats and set the night on fire.

the lights, the sound, the sensations. a party at 
hello Baby will have you feeling things you’ve never 
felt before. 

hellO BaBY, hellO senses!

1062 Budapest, andrássy út 52.
 +36 20 776 0767
facebook.com/hellobabybar
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sOups
The most famous Hungarian soup, 
of course, is “gulyásleves”, a hearty 
paprika-based soup prepared in a 
cauldron with beef and vegetables. 
Fish-lovers should try “halászlé”, a 
bright red, paprika-based fish soup 
made with carp, catfish, perch or 
pike. For a clear broth-based soup try 
the chicken soup called “húsleves”. 
Hungary’s famous bean soup called 
“Jókai-bableves” is delicious and often 
served with pork knuckle. In summer, 
many Hungarians enjoy the cold fruit 
soup “gyümölcsleves”.

main cOurses
We think Hungary is one of the great culinary capitals of 
Europe, and this list of traditional Hungarian dishes is a 
testament to this. Meat lovers should try “marhapörkölt”, 
a slow-cooked paprika and onion-based beef stew, or 
“csirkepaprikás”, a tasty paprika-cream-based chicken dish. 
For those who like fish, there’s even a catfish version called 
“harcsapaprikás”.
Cabbage is the basis of quite a number of Hungarian dishes. 
Try the mincemeat-stuffed cabbage rolls called “töltött 
káposzta”. For those who want some vegetables, “lecsó” is 
the perfect summer specialty. This tomato-and-paprika stew 
is served with Viennese sausage, bacon and/or egg. There’s 
also “főzelék”, a thick vegetable stew made with potato, 
spinach, pumpkin, or other fresh produce. 
For those game enough to try some weirder Hungarian dish-

es try the tripe stew called “pacalpörkölt”, breaded 
calf foot called “rántott borjúláb”, or a meat jelly 
called “kocsonya”.

yuMMy
hunGarian 
food

drinks
It won’t be long before you try Hungary’s famous fruit 
brandy “pálinka” that comes in many different flavors 
like plum, apricot, and honey. Other Hungarian drinks 
include beer like Dreher, Soproni, or Arany ászok, while 
one famous Hungarian red wine is Egri Bikavér. During 
the warmer months “fröccs” fever takes hold, with 
many Hungarians drinking white or rosé wine mixed 
with different quantities of soda water.

sweets
Hungary takes its tradition of sweets 
very seriously, and there are a number of 
famous Hungarian cakes and desserts. For 
those who have a weakness for cakes, try 
“Dobos torta”, a layered cake with choco-
late buttercream and a crisp caramelized 
top; “Eszterházy torta”, a layered almond 
and cream cake; or “Gerbeaud”, a slice 
filled with apricot jam, ground walnuts, and 
topped with chocolate icing.  
Cottage cheese is a common dessert ingre-
dient, and we recommend “Rákóczi túrós”, 
a sweet pastry topped with cottage cheese 
and apricot jam, as well as “túrógombóc”, 
sweet cheese dumplings served with sugar 
or stuffed with fruit like plums.
Other traditional desserts include “Gundel 
palacsinta”, pancakes filled with a walnut/
rum mixture and smothered in a dark-choc-
olate sauce, and “somlói galuska”, a trifle 
with chunks of sponge cake covered in 
walnuts and rum, drenched in a chocolate 
sauce and cream.

street fOOd
Hungary doesn’t disappoint when it 
comes to street food either. There’s 
the super-filling “lángos”, a deep- fried 
dough served with garlic, sour cream, 
and cheese, while for the sweet tooths 
there is “kürtőskalács”, a round chim-
ney cake dusted in flavors like walnuts, 
cinnamon, or chocolate.

turn page fOr restaur ants >
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fine dininG

Mid-ranGe

hunGarian restaurants for all budGets

Naturally, the best Hungarian food in the world can be found in Budapest,  
with numerous restaurants providing diverse styles of traditional Magyar meals  

for every price range – here are a few that are definitely worth visiting.

Cheap

salOn Surrounded by the 
sumptuous finery of Pest’s 
historic New York Palace, 
delight in artistically prepared 
gourmet dishes like pike-perch 
fillet with red “kápia” pepper. 
Budapest 1073, Erzsébet krt. 9-11; 
salonrestaurant.hu

OnYx The Michelin-starred 
world-class restaurant found 
within Budapest’s famed Ger-
beaud House is revolutionizing 
Hungarian gastronomy with 
modern culinary techniques. 
Budapest 1051, Vörösmarty tér 
7-8; onyxrestaurant.hu

bOck bisZtrÓ Some of the 
country’s most creative incar-
nations of customary Magyar 
cuisine are prepared at this 
contemporary urban eatery, 
such as goose foie gras “sushi”. 
Budapest 1073, Erzsébet krt. 43-
49; bockbisztro.hu 

terminal Housed within a 
former bus station, this trendy 
eatery creates modern Hungari-
an favorites in the show kitchen, 
including desserts like túró-
cheese dumplings. Budapest 
1051, Erzsébet tér 11; terminal-
restaurant.hu

pest-buda One of the most 
historic (and affordable) 
restaurants of Castle Hill pre-
pares great meals like Magyar 
grandmas make them, such as 
wild-boar stew and stuffed cab-
bage. Budapest 1014, Fortuna u. 
3; pestbudabistro.hu 

fakanÁl Upstairs in the 
Central Market Hall, diners 
sit side-by-side at rustically 
adorned picnic tables to devour 
roasted goose legs, stuffed 
paprika, and spicy fish soup. 
Budapest 1093, Vámház krt. 1-3; 
fakanaletterem.hu

pOZsOnYi kisvendÉglŐ 
Enjoy high-quality low-priced 
Hungarian feasts amid the 
flower-lined sidewalk seating at 
one of the finest cheap eateries 
in town. Budapest 1137, Radnóti 
Miklós u. 38; facebook.com/
PozsonyiKisvendeglo

kÁdÁr ÉtkeZde Virtually 
unchanged since Hungary’s 
communist era, this lunch hall 
provides excellent value for 
money, considering that a trip 
back in time is complimentary 
for every customer. Budapest 
1072, Klauzál tér 9

frici papa This long-stand-
ing downtown diner offers 
daily specials for a pittance, 
including classics like cold fruit 
soup, paprika chicken, and 
beef stew prepared with red 
wine. Budapest 1077, Király u. 55; 
fricipapa.hu 

1065, Budapest Lázár utca 7/a >> faceBook.com/korhintaBar

>> +36 30 370 8693 >> monday - thursday 3pm - 1am >> friday - saturday 3pm - 2am

>> sunday 3pm - 12am

Carnival 

INFO

at 
körhinta Bar is an ecLectic carnivaL, jazz and candyland themed bar 

in the heart of Budapest. Located on what is expected to become a pedestrianized 

street by spring, “körhinta” means merry-go-round and it’s loosely themed on 

childhood carnivals. it’s like alice in Wonderland meets Willy Wonka. While it has 

a ruin-pub vibe, the interior is far more sophisticated and the focus is on sharing a 

bottle of good wine with friends.

there are toy ponies, upside-down umbrellas and giant lollypops hanging from the roof, while the 

mezzanine has a small wooden boat for two. you could also have your drink in one of the swinging chairs.

the drinks menu is huge with spirits, beers, wines, ciders and cocktails (plus coffee and hot 

chocolate) available. the special körhinta cocktail is inspired by sweet fairy floss and with white rum, 

coconut liqueur and strawberry juice – it’s the perfect signature drink. 

its Location on Lázár street (between andrássy avenue and Bajcsy-zsilinszky road) couldn’t 

be better – it’s just a 5-10 minute walk from the nagymező street party district, st. stephen’s Basilica, 

elizabeth square, and the király street mecca.

the street looks onto both st. stephen’s Basilica and the back of the opera building, so in summer, 

the doors of körhinta will swing wide open, the sounds of django reinhardt will spill out onto the street, 

and those enjoying an afternoon chill session will have a beautiful view. körhinta is the type of venue 

Budapest is famous for.

>
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culture gastrO music

busÓJÁrÁs 12 – 17 February, Mohács A traditional 
celebration during Carnival (“Farsang”) where men from the town 
of Mohács wear scary masks and furry costumes. This is either to 
scare away the Turks (during the Ottoman occupation) or the winter, 
depending on which theory you believe. In reality it’s a fun tradition-
rich festival where men in masks chase women, and there’s music and 
craft stalls too. mohacsibusojaras.hu

budapest 
essentials 25-28 
June, Budapest 
An urban festival that 
uncovers the essence 
of the city, including 
epic venues and clubs, 
exclusive museums 
and spas, and cool 
bars and restaurants. 
budapestessentials.com

night Of the museums June, 
nationally 
Visit dozens of Budapest’s museums by 
night with an all-inclusive ticket that opens 
up all participating museums to you. This 
is more than an evening of museum visits 
with special cultural programs arranged 
too. muzej.hu

budapest 100 18-19 April, Budapest 
Celebrating Budapest’s 100-year-old buildings by helping people 
engage with them through guided tours, re-enactments of historic 
events, photo exhibitions, and attic tours. budapest100.hu

titanic 
internatiOnal 
film festival 
April, Budapest  
The film festival 
operates as a 
competition and 
showcases films from 
all over the world, with 
the top film winning the 
Breaking Waves award. 
titanicfilmfest.hu

budapest spring 
festival 10 – 26 
April, Budapest 
A huge festival 
showcasing Hungarian 
and international talent 
in many artistic genres.
Dozens of venues host 
a variety of world-
class performances 
including classical and 
contemporary music, 
opera, jazz and pop, 
world music, dance and 
contemporary circus, 
theatre and the visual 
arts. btf.hu

easter festival 5-6 April, 
Hollókő 
Thousands flock to this World Heritage 
listed village for a weekend of special 
Hungarian Easter traditions, including 
elaborate folk costumes, music, and 
crafts. holloko.hu

public hOlidaY: 
natiOnal 
daY 15 March, 
nationally 
This holiday 
commemorates the 
1848 Revolution 
against the Austrian 
Empire, with political 
speeches and military 
processions at Kossuth 
Lajos Square and the 
National Museum, as 
well as family activities 
at Buda Castle. 
marcius15.kormany.hu

c

c g m

festival
roundup

kOcsOnYa farsang 5 – 8 February, Miskolc 
One of the country’s biggest gastro festivals takes place in the north-east 
of Hungary in the city of Miskolc. There are hundreds of craft and food 
stalls, but the star attraction is the aspic/meat jelly-like Hungarian food 
called “kocsonya”. Love it or hate it, you must try kocsonya once in your life! 
miskolcikocsonyafarsang.hu

budapest beer 
festival June, 
Budapest 
Sample from almost 
200 different types 
of beers and ciders 
in the magical setting 
of Buda Castle. 
budavarisorfesztival.hu

public hOlidaY: saint stephen’s 
daY and fOundatiOn Of hungarY 
20 August, nationally 
A day celebrating Hungary’s first king – St. 
Stephen – as well as the foundation of Hungary. 
There’s a special mass at St. Stephen’s Basilica, 
the procession of St. Stephen’s Holy Right Hand, 
open-air concerts, a “national cake” chosen, 
food stalls along the banks of the Danube, as 
well as huge fireworks over the Danube at night. 
augusztus20.kormany.hu

festival Of 
fOlk arts Days 
leading to August 
20, Buda Castle 
A famous festival 
where Hungarian folk 
arts and traditions 
are celebrated in 
the historic setting 
of Buda Castle. 
mestersegekunnepe.hu

virÁgkarnevÁl 
August, Debrecen 
See vibrant flowers 
and floral decorations 
at this flower carnival 
that has a history dating 
back to the 1960s.
debreceniviragkarneval.hu

valleY Of arts 24 July – 2 August, Kapolcs and region 
The streets and courtyards of Kapolcs and surrounding villages attract 
thousands with rows of craft stalls, live music, and traditional events for what 
is an increasingly popular yet down-to-earth event. muveszetekvolgye.hu

kÉksZalag July, 
Lake Balaton 
“Kékszalag” means 
Blue Ribbon, and 
this sailing race has a 
great tradition on Lake 
Balaton. The regatta 
starts and ends at the 
Balatonfüred harbor. 
kekszalag.hu/en

g

budapest summer festival 6 June – 31 August, Budapest 
Enjoy live music from a number of genres with this performance series that 
takes place at grand amphitheaters at Margaret Island and Városmajor Park. 
eng.szabadter.hu

fŐZdefesZt + street fOOd shOw 
June, Budapest 
A festival celebrating beers of all kinds, including 
craft beers and international specialties, plus the 
scene is packed with street-food vendors so it’s 
guaranteed to be a great event. fozdefest.hu

gOurmet 
festival 21 – 24 
May, Budapest 
Sample from almost 
all of Hungary’s 
top restaurants at 
one location, and 
taste what gourmet 
Hungarian cuisine is 
at its best. sziget.hu/

gourmetfesztival
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fishing On 
Orfű17- 20 June, 
Orfű 
A popular music 
festival with locals, 
showcasing all genres 
of Hungarian music 
on multiple stages 
including pop, rock, 
hip-hop and more. 
fishingonorfu.hu

m

strand nagYOn Zene festival 19 – 22 August, Zamárdi 
This festival is about two things and two things only: music and the beach, 
and this is pretty much the perfect combination for summer. Music-wise 
there are loads of Hungary’s top bands as well as some international acts.

b.mY.lake 19 – 
22 August, Lake 
Balaton, Zamárdi 
Taking place right 
after Sziget, many 
partygoers from the 
Island of Freedom in 
Budapest relocate 
to the shores of Lake 
Balaton for the B.my.
lake music festival. 
bmylake.hu

efOtt 14-19 
July, Velence 
A huge house party 
on the banks of 
Lake Velence with 
almost 100,000 
friends? With music, 
sports and cultural 
programs? What 
more could you 
want this summer? 
efott.hu

sZiget festival 10 – 17 August, 
Budapest 
One of Europe’s most popular festivals, Sziget 
attracts revelers from all over the world to 
the Island of Freedom. Seven days of huge 
headliners, music of all genres, extravagant 
entertainment and meeting other party people. 
It’s an unforgettable experience. sziget.hu

balatOn sOund 9 – 12 July, Zamárdi 
One of Europe’s best beach parties takes place 
on the shores of Lake Balaton. There’s an all-star 
cast of DJs, electronic and live acts, hip-hop 
artists, and bands, but a seaside lounge also 
awaits when you want to chill by the water. sziget.

hu/balatonsound

vOlt 1 – 4 July, Sopron 
About 150 performers, on 10 stages, partying with about 100,000 other 
youngsters, yet VOLT retains a friendly atmosphere. Best yet this sound 
wave of pop/rock, alternative, metal, folk/world, jazz and electronica takes 
place in the middle of a green forest. sziget.hu/volt
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Other festivals tO lOOk Out fOr:

NAGYON BALATON This group of festivals comes under the name “very Balaton”
and includes a range of event such as fish festivals, wine festivals, music festivals and 
gastro festivals. See the full calendar of summer events at nagyonbalaton.hu  
BUDAPEST MANGALICA FESTIVAL, February 
BUDAPEST FISH FESTIVAL,  
February 
NATIONAL DANCE FESTIVAL,  
April 
MAYFEST AT THE OPERA HOUSE,  
15 May – 1 June 
DANUBE DAY, June 
RED BULL AIR RACE WORLD SERIES, 4-5 July 
VAJDAHUNYAD CASTLE SUMMER MUSIC FESTIVAL, July – August 
UTCAZENE FESZTIVAL, August
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Dramatic volcanic 
outcroppings tower 
above Badacsony – a 

rustic Hungarian wine region, with vineyards 
nourished by the unique minerals of the 
special soil below. Life is pleasantly slow-
paced in this part of Lake Balaton; but active 
attractions include mountain biking and 
Nordic walking, with modern wine hotels often 
hosting active excursions. Nearby, the Káli 
Basin is the setting of more beautiful terrain, 
along with the Valley of Arts festival.

At the westernmost 
edge of Lake Balaton, 
the city of Keszthely 

features fascinating architecture, including 
the late-Baroque town Hall and an impressive 
Gothic church – yet the main attraction here is 
the grand festetics Palace, with its 101 rooms 
formerly the home for a noble Hungarian 
family. A short journey away from Keszthely, 
the world-renowned spa town of Hévíz is home 
to the planet’s second-largest thermal lake, 
soothing soakers year-round. 

“the huNgariaN sea” welcomes everyoNe  
with diverse holiday destiNatioNs

Whether sipping wine in sunshine on the north shore’s volcanic hills or making a splash 
by moonlight at a wild south-coast music festival, you’ll find that Lake Balaton offers such 
pleasures in plentitude, along with many other sporty and leisurely pursuits. Nicknamed 
“The Hungarian Sea”, Central Europe’s biggest lake is a cherished destination for generations 
of Magyars, and varied attractions here offer something for everyone. Here are some of 
Lake Balaton’s major hotspots, all featuring diverse draws available from late spring through 
early autumn; check out page 30 for details about traveling to the region from Budapest.

kesZthelY badacsOnY

badacsOnY

balaton
dreaMin’

summer nights in 
siófok thump with the 
beats of waterfront 

clubs – this is Lake Balaton’s party capital. 
During daytime the grassy strands are filled 
with families and friends sunbathing or 
splashing about… but after dark, the skies are 
brightened with disco lights as revelers dance 
at the resort town’s huge open-air shoreside 
nightspots. Lake Balaton’s biggest summer 
music festivals – Balaton sound and B. My Lake 
– both happen close to siófok.

Rich with history and majestic culture, Balatonfüred was Hungary’s first spa 
resort and a summer residence for many notable politicians and writers, who 
built grand villas still standing today. Popular activities here include strolling 

along the long tree-lined promenade or competing in any of the many sailing regattas, among other 
refined amusements. for an escape from civilized society, hike amid the nearby Koloska Valley’s 761 
wooded hectares. 

Natural beauty 
abounds all around 
this peninsula formed 

from an ancient volcanic crater, with wetlands 
providing an ideal habitat for ducks and 
herons. trails lead through the area’s flowering 
trees in springtime, while the arrival of 
summer is scented with lavender emitting from 
omnipresent purple blooms. the charming 
town of tihany is perched atop a bluff with a 
sweeping Balaton panorama; the abbey church 
here is visible from across the lake. 

siÓfOk

balatOnfüred

tihanY

balatOnfüred

siÓfOk

tihanY

turn page fOr tr avel infOrmatiOns >

kesZthelY
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By car: The easiest way to drive to Lake Balaton is 
to take motorway M7 west of Buda (don’t forget to 
purchase an appropriate “matrica” highway permit 

before getting on the motorway), which goes directly to 
Balaton’s south shore; if traveling to a north-shore destination, 
make sure to exit the M7 at the juncture with main road 71 and 
turn right. Be aware that traffic jams between Budapest and Lake 
Balaton are frequent in both directions during summertime. 

Log onto  

weLovebaLaton.hu for english-language information about 

accommodations and campgrounds around Lake balaton.

how to travel  
froM budapest  
to lake balaton

By traiN: Daily rail service is offered 
to several Lake Balaton destinations 
from buda’s déli station (at the Buda 
M2 metro terminus), although most 
journeys require transfering to different 
trains en route to your final destination. 
Direct trains from budapest to siófok 
(full one-way fare: 2,375 HUF) depart at 
7am, 9am, 11am, 1pm, 3pm, 5pm, and 
7pm, while direct trains from budapest 
to balatonfüred (full one-way fare: 2,725 
HUF) and badacsony (full one-way fare: 
3,395 HUF) depart at 7:35am, 11:35am, 
and 5:45pm. From Friday through 
Sunday, people under 26 can receive a 
33% discount, while students with proper 
ID can receive a 50% discount anytime. 
Certain trains allow passengers to bring 
bicycles with them for a small charge. 
 
check mav-start.hu for 

eNglish timetaBle iNfo.

By Bus: Hungary’s nationwide Volánbusz bus 
service offers daily service between Budapest and 
Balatonfüred, Siófok, and Keszthely from Pest’s 

Népliget Station (at the M3 metro Népliget stop) – however, 
with frequent stops along the way, this can be a time-consuming 
means of travel. Bus service is more useful for reaching smaller 
towns that are located around Lake Balaton from bigger 
communities with train stops.

seevolaNBusz.hu for eNglish details.

>  We show you  
the FestivalFReaKiness

>  We show you  
WheRe tO eat anD DRinK

>  We guide you  
thROUgh eveRY tRiP

Paletta Bistrobar 
and Vinoteca Close to the 
Balatonboglár railway station on 
Lake Balaton’s south coast, this 

is a cool urban bistro with proper 
street food, colorful paper lanterns, a tastefully 
modern design, and nice marina views. facebook.
com/PalettaBistro

Majthényi Présház Rustic charm and 
spectacular taste are abundant at this restaurant 

housed within a centuries-old building 
tucked amid vineyards of the South 
Balaton wine region near Balatonlelle, 
run by the winemaking Konyári family. 
konyari.hu

Kistücsök In the south-shore town 
of Balatonszemes, this once-unremarkable 

restaurant evolved over two 
decades to be recently awarded as 
one of Hungary’s ten best eateries, 
with dishes inspired by the cuisine 

of Somogy County. kistucsok.hu

Liliomkert Market Many organic 
farms bear delicious produce in Lake Balaton’s 

fertile north-shore region, and this 
alfresco market in the wooded town of 
Káptalantóti is one of the best places to 
find fresh foods. facebook.com/pages/
Liliomkert-Piac 

Szent Donát Pince és 
Borház Within a stately villa on 
a hillside in Csopak, this is a blend 
of a small winery and an exclusive 
restaurant with a short-but-elegant 

menu, where the magnificent views from the 
huge terrace are a major attraction. szentdonat.hu

Residence Hotel Many 
“resort hotels” around Lake Balaton 
are relics of Hungary’s era under 
communism, but the modern 

accommodations offered at this new 
Siófok hotspot feature a contemporary spa and 
cutting-edge design. balaton.hotel-residence.hu 

Káli Art Inn Surrounded by a 
flowery garden, this deluxe guesthouse 
(newly ranked among Hungary’s best) 
is a wonderful getaway in Köveskál, 
a village offering easy access to the 

protected woodlands north of central Lake 
Balaton. kaliartinn.hu 

Tihanyi PIAC Placc Assorted 
specialties of Hungarian cuisine are sold year-

round at this open-air market of Tihany 
town, with delicacies ranging from jam 
made with regional fruits to Mangalica-
pork sausages for eating on-site. 
facebook.com/piacplacc

Bergmann Confectionery One 
of the country’s most popular producers of 

sweets – including the now-legendary 
“francia krémes” (Hungary’s version 
of the mille-feuille) – provides these 

heavenly treats in two locations of 
Balatonfüred. bergmanncukraszda.hu

Kisfaludy Lookout 
Tower Crowning Badacsony’s 
volcanic hilltop, this newly constructed 
wooden observation post – the tallest 

in the entire region – provides sweeping 
views across Lake Balaton, along with the 
vineyards cascading below. badacsonykilato.hu

>
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LuKáCs BAtH – a tranquil thermal 
bath The range of facilities at Lukács 
is huge: there are underwater traction 
baths, carbondioxide baths, sau-
nas, infrasaunas, steam rooms, mud 
treatments, salt-chamber treatments, 
massages and of course steamy ther-
mal baths. This bath is located in Buda 
near the end of the Margaret Bridge. 
en.lukacsfurdo.hu

budapest’s therMal

Hungary has been famous for its hot springs for centuries, and one of the top things to do in 
Budapest is to visit a thermal bath. An afternoon soaking in the steamy, therapeutic waters 
relieves stress and helps soothe sore muscles. While everyone has their favorite, here are the 
baths we think are definitely worth checking out.

GELLéRt BAtH – the most famous, 
oozing old-world charm The world-fa-
mous Gellért Bath opened in 1918, and 
old-world charm reminiscent of that 
period runs through the entire hotel 
and wellness complex. The beauti-
ful Art Nouveau building includes a 
series of indoor and outdoor pools, 
thermal waters with massaging jets, a 
wave pool, saunas, steam rooms, and 
other services such as massages. It’s a 
favorite of older people soaking their 
weary bones in the therapeutic waters, 
but it’s worth seeing at any age. It’s 
conveniently located at the bottom of 
Gellért Hill. gellertbath.hu

sZéCHENYI BAtH – the biggest, home to wild spa parties 
Soaking in one of the pools of this thermal-bath complex has 
got to be one of the most iconic (and popular) things to do 
in Budapest. The yellow, neo-Baroque style building in the 
heart of City Park and its chess-playing old men are unmissa-
ble sights. The heated water means it’s possible to wade in 
the outdoor pools even in the coldest months. 
Of course the Széchenyi Bath has indoor 
and outdoor pools, saunas, steam 
rooms, and other relaxing treat-
ments too. On Saturday nights 
the atmosphere is transformed 
with the famous spa parties 
(aka “sparties”) held here. 
szechenyibath.hu

baths

VELI BEj BAtH – a quiet Turkish Bath, a focus on 
health Veli Bej is probably not the most well-known of 
the baths in Budapest, but it’s a hidden gem that should 
be treasured. It’s attached to the Irgalmasok Hospital 
and it has a more intimate atmosphere than some of the 
other more touristy baths. It dates back to the Ottoman 
occupation, so there is a Turkish bath as well as a series 
of other pools of varying temperatures. The wellness 
area has Finnish saunas, and steam and infrasaunas 
among its facilities. Veli Baj is in Buda near the end of 
Margaret Bridge. facebook.com/Irgalmasok-Veli-Bej

RuDAs BAtH – a Turkish Bath with a view, men- and 
women-only days The recently renovated Rudas Bath 
is a must-see on the Buda side, near the Elizabeth 
Bridge bridgehead. The Turkish bath dates back to the 
16th century, while it’s been operating as a therapeutic 
swimming facility since 1896. At Rudas you can soak 
in steamy water while soaking up Budapest’s history. 
In addition to the thermal waters and swimming pools 
there’s also a heated pool in the renovated section 
where you can bathe while watching a beautiful panora-
ma of the Danube. Due to a longstanding tradition, on 
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, only men 
can go; on Tuesdays it’s women only. Weekends are 
mixed days. Rudas also offers night bathing on Friday 
and Saturday nights from 10pm – 4am. en.rudasfurdo.hu

DANDáR BAtH – a low-key Art  
Déco-style bath Dandár has been 
operating as a thermal bath since the 
late ’70s – although the Art Déco-style 
bath opened as a sanitation facility 
in 1930. It offers a more low-key 
relaxation session with thermal-water 
temperatures ranging from 20 to 38 
degrees Celsius. The recreational ser-
vices include saunas and massages as 
well, and this place is especially great 
if you want to swim without battling 
hordes of tourists. Dandár is locat-
ed just a few minutes from Boráros 
Square. dandarfurdo.hu

KIRáLY BAtH – an authentic Turkish 
Bath experience The Turks also built 
this bath way back in the 16th century 
when Hungary was part of the Otto-
man Empire, and we’re so thankful 
they did because this atmospheric bath 
is a den of relaxation for both body 
and mind. Here you can easily go from 
the steam rooms to the waters, which 
are of different temperatures from 26 
to 40 degrees Celsius. The Király Bath, 
near Buda’s Danube bank, easily ac-
cessible from Batthyány Square metro 
station (line M2). en.kiralyfurdo.hu
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Hungarian PHrases

“no” to a shot of Pálin-
ka Hungarians love 
Pálinka and it’s a drink 
to be shared – it’s an 
absolute no-no to re-
fuse a shot of this killer 
liquid – even if you’re 
on your 4th shot of the 
fruit brandy.

Hungarian forint     notes 
are protected against 
fraud with hidden 
pictures, holographic 
strips, and images that 
only appear under 
various UV lights or 
with magnification. 
The notes are made of 
cotton and are  
154mm x 70mm.

Beware these two top-
ics: politics and sports 
Hungarian families 
either avoid these two 
controversial topics 
like the plague, or 
want to talk about 
nothing else! Proceed 
with caution.

fun facts

van egy cigid? (vahn eh-dj cig-eed) “Do you have a cigarette?” If you would like to scrounge one.
köszönöm! (ko-so-nom) “Thanks!”

szia (see-yah) This is a casual “hi” or “goodbye”, while “sziasztok” is to say hi or bye to multiple friends.
hogy vagy? (hoj-dj vah-dj) Simply “How are you?” but be prepared to hear about everything happening in 
their life – good or bad.
a nevem… (aw nav-am) “My name is…” hol van a ... ? (hole van aw) “Where is the...?”
beszélsz angolul? (bass-eh-l-ss on-goh-lool) “Do you speak English?”
nem beszélek magyarul. (nam bass-eh-lack ma-ja-rule) “I don’t speak Hungarian.” But you do now with this guide!
kérek egy pálinkát / bort / sört! (keh-rack eh-dj pah-lin-cart / bore-t / shirt) “I’d like a pálinka / wine / beer” 
– you might not know what pálinka is yet, but you soon will.
egészségedre! (ag-eh-sheg-ad-reh) “Cheers!” Make sure you look the person in the eye as you clink glasses, 
it’s considered rude not to in Hungary!
Jo étvágyat! (yoh-eht-vah-djot) “Bon appetit!” Waiters often say this when placing meals on the table, and if 
you’re eating a meal with a Hungarian they’ll definitely say this before starting to eat.
szeretlek (sare-at-lack) “I love you!”

things

things

you shouLd never say  
to a hungarian

to know about 
hungary’s currency

essentiaL
tips for visiting a 

hungarian famiLy

are you a hungry Hungarian? This is probably 
the most irritating thing every Hungarian has ever 
heard. It’s not even funny – well maybe it is a little 
bit funny…

Hungary’s currency is the Hungarian forint. This 
is either shortened to the code HUF or the sym-
bol Ft. Or just say “forint”, pronounced for-int. 

the most beautiful women in the world aren’t 
Hungarian A surefire way to annoy a Hungarian is 
to argue with what many Hungarians consider to 
be a well-known, irrefutable fact.

the word “forint” derives from florence, where 
gold coins were minted in the 1200s. A currency 
called the “florentinus” came to Hungary in the 
1300s. The forint as we know it has been around 
since 1 August 1946. 

never “cheers” with beer When Hungary lost 
the 1848 Revolution against the Habsburgs, the 
Austrians celebrated by clinking beer glasses. 
Hungarians vowed not to clink for 150 years – and 
this tradition still continues.

Prepare to be stuffed with food After six huge 
portions, the grandma will still think you’re too 
skinny. You’ll likely be offered leftovers to take 
home in a nylon tub.

Bonus fun fact The longest word in Hungarian is  
“megszentségteleníthetetlenségeskedéseitekért”. It’s a whopping 44 characters long 
and means “due to your repeatedly not being possible to be desecrated”.
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*8 treatments

-55%

FREE
consultation

&

for armpit treatment package*
(49,450 HUF instead of 109,900 HUF)

OFF

 

USA N°1 * technology, only by 
AESTHETICA in Hungary!

Never having to shave again 
will change your life forever
High speed, pain free 
lasers = 20-30 mins/treatments
Low cost packages
Highly trained, English speaking 
medical staff

Permanent laser hair removal  
for men and women  

* Lumenis Lightsheer Duet 
   HighSpeed vacuum 
   assisted technology 
   approved by FDA

•

•

•
•

Text 'LASER' to +36 (20) 550-2020 
and we call you to schedule your free consultation!

Aesthetica Medical Centre I Budapest, 1133 Váci út 76. 
www.en.aesthetica.hu I T.: +36 (1) 374-6060

The ARAZ Restaurant in district VII of Budapest invites its 
guests to a gastronomic adventure. Besides the culinary 
experience o�ered by the dishes of the Hungarian and 
French cuisine, the ARAZ Restaurant also places great 
emphasis on the organisation of di�erent events and 
programmes: Hungarian taste and music, Sunday Brunch, 
Wine duet dinner and the best value for money lunch menu.

ARAZ Restaurant

H-1074, Budapest
Dohány utca 42-44.
Reservation: 
+36 1- 815-1100
www.araz.hu/en

hungaropedia.com

The perfect gift with a sense 
of humor: illustrated fun 
facts about our culture.
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